Wanco® Camo Generators are the perfect solution for power in the wilderness. Compact, quiet and camouflaged, they won’t give you away.

These are inverter generators, which provide clean power for running all types of sensitive electronic equipment as well as microprocessor-controlled appliances and tools. Additionally, they feature high-efficiency engines for fuel efficiency and low emissions.

For more than 30 years the Voltmaster brand has stood for quality and reliability. Learn more at voltmaster.com.
WI2000CP Inverter Generator
Output 2000 watts max. Parallel ready

The super quiet WI2000CP gives you plenty of clean, pure power in a compact, portable design. Advanced inverter technology provides reliable power to a computer, radio or television, as well as other sensitive equipment, yet it is powerful enough to run a small refrigerator. With its parallel design, you can connect an additional parallel generator to increase power output. A powerful 500-watt mobile floodlight attachment is optional.

WI2600CP Inverter Generator
Output 2600 watts max. Parallel ready

The WI2600CP provides more power for appliances such as a small refrigerator or portable heater. This model comes standard as a parallel version, allowing you to connect an additional parallel generator for even more power. The convenient retractable wheel and handle kit make it easy to move and transport. It provides steady, clean power to operate multiple tools and appliances.

Parallel Kits

Need a lot of power sometimes but don’t want to move a large generator all of the time? With a parallel kit you can link two generators for peak power. Each kit includes a 30-amp outlet, making it RV friendly. Use the 2000 kit for WI2000P generators, or the 2600 kit for any combination of WI2000P and WI2600P generators.
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